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ON THE DISTRIBUTIOIT mod B OF

THE E.IRREGULAR PRIMES

REIJO ERNVALL

l. A prime p is called irregular if it divides the numerator of at least,

one of the Bernoulli numbers B, , 8a,..., Bb-g (in the even suffix notation);

see e,g. F, pp. 367-3391. carlitz l2l has given the simplest proof of the

fact that the number of irregular primes is infinite. Metsänkylä [5] has

proved that for N > 3 there are infinitely many irregular primes not

congruent to k (mod N) , where å runs through a subgroup of the reduced

residue classes (modt/) . (See also [4] and 16l')
D e f i n i t i o n . A prime p is i,ryegular w,ith respect to the Euler numbers,

shortly E-i,ryegulnr, if it divides at least one of the Euler numbers

Er, En r,.., Ep-8.
Here Euler numbers E r, (m - 0,

equation (E + L)* + (E L)" : 0

easy to see that all Euler numbers are

index equal zero. The fi.rst feu'

l,-1,5,-61,1385.
The list of .O-irregular primes begins as follows: 19 , 3I ,43 ,47 ,6I ,

67 ,71,79, l0l carlitz [2] has proved that the number of .&-irregular

primes is infinite. The proof is similar to the corresponding proof mentioned

above. one might therefore expect that it would also be easy to obtain

results on the distribution of .E-irregular primes, by modifying suitable

methods used in connection with the ordinary irregular primes. It seems,

however,'that this is not the case, and so one has to look for new methods

when dealing with this problem. we have found one such method which

allows us to prove the following theorem'
Theorem. There are infi,ndtely many E-i,megular pri'mes * +L

(mod 8) .

2. The letter p will always denote a prime

the number (p - L) 12 .

L,2, ...) are defined hy the symbolic

, where Eo: I and m'

integers and that those with an odd

non-vanishing Euler numbers a,re

Ry s we mean
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It is knoum (see [3, p. 297], [7, p. 269]) that, for any polynomial / and
integer n , the symbolic equation

(r) f(n+E+r)+f(n+E-r):zf(")
holds. Take an odd I and an e:ven nr, > 0. If we choose f(*) : r* antd.
let n run odd integers from I to 2I-r, we getasa consequence of (l)
(2) E* - l* - 3* + 5^ * +...+ (Zl-T)* (modlz) .

This gives us the Kummer congruence

En1.p_t : Er, (modp).

In case p-l I m, (2) yields the knor,rrn result

E* : 0 (modp) for p :t (mod4),
(3)

- 2 (modp) for I -3 (moda) .

(Compare with [7, p. 269].)

or

E r, - 1 rr; (m - 1) E r,*z (rnod S) .

Hence

E,,o :_- I (mod 8) for nL - 0 (rnod 8) ,

:- 7 (mod S) for nx - 2 (mod 8) ,

.- 5 (modS) for rn -4 (modS) ,

: 3 (mod 8) for m, - 6 (mod 8) .

Lemma 2. If p -5 (mod8) , then Er,isnotdiai,si,bteby p.
Proof. We use (2) to get

31, == ls 3s + 5s + ...+ (2 p - l)'
:2[1' 3s+5s +...-(p-z)l
:zfL' ls Bs+ 4s +bs + +...+ + s'] (modp) .

3. Before we c&n prove the theorem, we need trvo lemmas.
Lemma L If *:6 (mod8), then il*-B (mod8) .

Proaf. Substituting in (1) f(") : um and n : I we have

E*+(E+2)m:2.
using the fact that all Euler numbers with an odd index equal zero, we get

z E, + (;) 
^ 

E,o-z :2 (mod rG)
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Thus it follows from the Euler criterion concerning Legendre symbols that

E"-,[(;) -A-(;) ++-- +.-(;)] (modp)

l'or brevity we shall denote by A the expression in the square brackets.
As -p <A <p, we must show that A + 0. Because the number of
the quadratic residues of p is equal to the number of the quadratic non-
residues of p, andbecause z and p-'i, arc simultaneouslyeitherresidues
or non-residues (as p : I (mod 4)), we have

Combining this with the definition of A we find Lhat A may be put in the
form 28, where B -(p-\la +0 (mod2). Hencetheassertion
follorvs.

,å(;) 
: 0

4. We shall now
Suppose that It

(mod 8) . Let

theorem.

t...t llh are the E-wteqular primes * t f
prove
(- le)

JI'

our
,82

h

2n
i:1

@o L) fz"t't ,

where oc(i) : I or 2 (i, : 1,2,...,k) depending on, whether 2 or 4

exactly divides 8r,- | . Because M' is divisible by 2 but not by 4 , we
canchoose K:l or 3, suchthat M:KM':6 (mod8).

Wenextshowthat qo doesnotdivide E*, for i : 1,...,1t. If 8n -3
(mod4), we have h-IlM so that, (3) gives Ev -2 *O (modqn) .

fn case % -5 (mod 8) , we get M -(q -I)12 (modq,-l) . Then, by
Kummer's congruence and Lemma 2, qn does not divide .E .

As M :6 (mods) , Lemma I gives Eu - 3 (mod8). Therefore
there exists an odd prime q * ! f (mod 8) dividing Zr.

We shall show that q is .E-irregular, and this is the contradiction.
Because of Kummer's congruence we need only prove that M is not
divisibleby q-l . Suppose q-llM.Ifnow q:l (moda) , wehave
4l M . If q. :3 (mod 4) , we have E* :2 (mod q) (this follows from
(3)). But these are both impossible.
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